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ABSTRACT

Compositional and Low-shot Understanding of 3D objects

Yuchen Li

Despite the significant progress in 3D vision in recent years, collecting large

amounts of high-quality 3D data remains a challenge. Hence, developing solutions

to extract 3D object information efficiently is a significant problem. We aim for an

effective shape classification algorithm to facilitate accurate recognition and efficient

search of sizeable 3D model databases. This thesis has two contributions in this space:

a) a novel meta-learning approach for 3D object recognition and b) propose a new

compositional 3D recognition task and dataset. For 3D recognition, we proposed a

few-shot semi-supervised meta-learning model based on Pointnet++ representation

with a prototypical random walk loss. In particular, we developed the random walk

semi-supervised loss that enables fast learning from a few labeled examples by en-

forcing global consistency over the data manifold and magnetizing unlabeled points

around their class prototypes. On the compositional recognition front, we create a

large-scale, richly annotated stylized dataset called 3D CoMPaT. This large dataset

primarily focuses on stylizing 3D shapes at part-level with compatible materials. We

introduce Grounded CoMPaT Recognition as the task of collectively recognizing and

grounding compositions of materials on parts of 3D Objects.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Figure 1.1: Stylized models in the 3D CoMPaT dataset. We show several compo-
sitions of 8 selected models in the dataset. All the models have been stylized with
different materials. More examples can be found in this anonymous link.

Deep learning has been a new area of artificial intelligence research. The moti-

vation is to build and simulate the human brain’s neural network for analysis and

learning. It imitates the people’s brain’s mechanism of understanding data (such as

images, sounds, video, and text). It’s like a person’s memory has been emptied, un-

able to recognize the world again. You cannot tell him who he is, but as long as he

is given enough information, he can invent and understand new information indepen-

dently. In short: how deep learning enables machines to master their own learning

capabilities. In the contemporary ages, deep learning methods, especially the success

of convolutional neural networks (CNN), have promoted the rapid growth of vari-

https://3dcompatbrowser.github.io/gallery/
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Shelfs Handles Back

Drawers
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Wood: Maple CoffeeWood: Beech 
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Figure 1.2: 3D CoMPaT Dataset. Left: Examples of a stylized cabinet. The cabinet
has five parts, shelves, drawers, handles, back and side panel, indicated as highlighted.
The box below contains the material names for the indicated parts in different stylized
cabinets. Middle: Each 3D object is rendered in four canonical and four randomized
views. Right: Part segmentation masks for randomly selected shapes from our
dataset.

ous computer vision employment, including image classification and image semanatic

segmentation.

The ability of the 3D model category is important for various problems that in-

teract with the real world (such as autonomous driving). Similarly, the categories

of 3D models provide posture and grip. For similar reasons, the traditional object

classification of 2D images is one of the most important computer vision problems.

However, little effort has been made to classify 3D models as a whole. Part of the rea-

son is the lack of training data and integrating intuitive manual engineering features

in 3D space. Apart from them, obtaining 3D model data efficiently is quite difficult.

It’s tough for researchers to obtain a large amount of data like 2D images. Therefore,

the top priority is to find an approach to acquire knowledge from 3D image informa-

tion quickly. Nowadays, few-shot learning comes to the researcher’s vision, more and

more methods are introduced to resolve the problems on the few-shot classification

part. Few-shot learning has always been closely related to meta-learning and is a
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wide-range application of the learning-to-learn method.

Meta-learning intends to learn internal meta knowledge by learning many tasks to

quickly deal with new similar tasks, which is the same as the goal-setting of few-shot

learning. We also hope to learn the ability to recognize objects through many tasks

to make full use of the recognition ability (i.e., meta-knowledge). We have learned to

realize the recognition of new objects quickly. Meta-learning achieves a good result in

this area. Usually, in machine learning, we use a large amount of data from a certain

scene to train the model; however, when the scene changes, the model needs to be

retrained. But for humans, a child only looks at a few dogs’ photos; he can distinguish

dogs from other objects well. Meta-learning means learning to learn, that is, learn to

learn, which is born with this expectation of human learning ability. Meta-learning

hopes to make the model acquire a kind of “learning to learn” ability so that it can

quickly learn new tasks based on acquiring existing “knowledge”. For instance, let

Alpha Go learn to play chess quickly and let a cat image classifier have the ability to

classify other objects quickly.

Individuals are very skilled at identifying a novel thing by an insignificant amount

of examples. For instance, kids only require several illustrations in the storybook to

apprehend the difference between “cat” and “dog”. Inspired by the rapid learning

capability of humans, explorers hope that after the deep learning model has learned

a great number of data in some particular classes, it only needs a small number

of examples to learn immediately for a new class. This is what Few-shot Learning

wants to solve problems. In the area of supervised learning, Few-shot learning is the

employment of Meta-Learning. Meta-learning also called the learning-how-to-learn,

disintegrates the data set into different meta tasks in the meta training step to learn

the model’s generalization ability when the class changes. In the meta testing step,

facing brand novel categories, the meta tasks can be completed by modifying the

parameters of the existing model. Simple methods, such as retraining models on new
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Figure 1.3: Our Prototypical Random Walks aim at maximizing the probability of a
random walk begins at the class prototype, taking τ steps among the unlabeled data,
before it lands to the same class prototype. This results in a more discriminative
representation, where the embedding of the unlabeled data of a particular class got
magnetized to its corresponding class prototype, denoted as prototypical magnetiza-
tion.

data may not be appropriate. Although this problem is complicated to solve, it has

been proved that human beings can even make complete classification, and only a

few examples are given for each new category, and the accuracy rate is very high.[6]

Previous work proposed some ways to gain quick knowledge from several samples

by meta-learning concepts[7]. Meta-learning fundamentally builds learning problems

at two levels. At first, obtain some knowledge of each task swiftly. Secondly, guided

by processes involving slow learning to extract the information in all tasks.

We propose a prototypical random walk (PRW) strategy (Fig. 1.3) that can reg-

ularize the loss from a semi-supervised few-shot 3D object classification setup. It’s

an effective graph-based learning signal derived from unlabeled data. Our approach

improves few-shot learning models by a prototypical random walk through the embed-

dings of unlabeled data starting from each class prototype passing through unlabeled

data in the embedding space. It encourages returning to the same prototype at the

end of the prototypical walk. This PRW learning process promotes a latent embed-

ding space in which points of the same label are compactly clustered around their

prototype while being well separate from other prototypes. We sometimes refer to
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this discriminative attraction to class prototypes as prototypical magnetization.

Various datasets have been proposed to facilitate 3D visual understanding in-

cluding ShapeNet [8], ModelNet [9], and PartNet [10]. Recently, 3D-FUTURE [11]

was proposed, which contains 9,992 industrial 3D CAD shapes of furniture with tex-

tures developed by professional designers. Despite these significant efforts to create

3D datasets, current 3D object datasets (e.g., [8, 9, 10]) and 3D Scene datasets (e.g.,

[12]) lack part-level material information. The availability of material information has

multiple benefits. First, material information provides additional semantic informa-

tion about an object. Second, material information enables more realistic renderings

making the models more suitable for synthetic to real transfer. Third, the same geo-

metric 3D shape can be rendered with different material assignments leading to more

variability during training (see Fig. A.2 for examples).

We introduce a richly annotated large-scale dataset, dubbed as 3D CoMPaT, Com-

positions of Materials on Parts of 3D Things. The dataset contains more than 7.25

million rendered model styles from 8 views, covers 43 shape categories, 235 unique and

distinguishable part names, and 193 unique and distinguishable material classes from

13 types of materials that can be applied to parts of 3D objects. Each object with

the applied part-material compositions is rendered from four equally spaced views,

leading to 58 million (7.25 million compositions ×8 views) images in total. Examples

of some rendered compositions and views can be seen in Fig. A.2 and 1.2 respectively.

We start with 7320 unique shapes with a total of 36762 segmented parts (i.e., 5.12

segmented parts per shape on average), and we annotate the list of compatible/ap-

plicable materials for each part. Then, we sample a model by enumerating randomly

over the compatible materials for each part with a limit of 1000 compositions per

shape, leading to 7.25 million compositions of 3D objects.

Connection and differences to existing datasets. The proposed dataset is

different from the currently available datasets in the literature in the following ways.
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First, the dataset contains a diverse set of high-quality materials beyond mere texture

maps. Second, for each part found in every 3D model, the dataset defines a set of

materials that may be applied to this part in that model, allowing us to generate

multiple material combinations for a single model (we call each combination a style).

The models in 3D-FUTURE [11] and ShapeNet [8] do not have multiple styles, and

also, in the ShapeNet dataset, only a small portion of 3D shapes are stylized. The

following four key aspects can characterize our 3D CoMPaT dataset in contrast to

existing datasets.

–(a) human-generated vs. 3D scanning. For example, ScanNet [12] and Matterport3D

[13] datasets are scanned 3D geometry. Conversely, ShapeNet [8] and our 3D CoMPaT

dataset are human-generated.

–(b) part segmentation information. For some datasets, none or only part of the

shapes have segmented part information, which is an important aspect of datasets

like PartNet [10] and is also a characteristic of our dataset.

–(c) texture coordinates, textures, or materials. Since stylizing the composition of 3D

model parts is at the heart of our work, our models have texture coordinates and

material compatibility information to enable high-quality rendering of hundreds of

compositions of materials on each shape. This is the most important distinguishing

characteristic of our 3D CoMPaT dataset compared to existing datasets. There was

some earlier effort to augment a subset of ShapeNet with material information [14].

This dataset has fewer shapes (3080 vs 7320), parts, and materials compared to our

work.

–(d) automatically generated vs. human-generated information. 3D CoMPaT part

names are consistent and come from a list of allowable part names per model category.

All models are manually segmented at a part level rather than being segmented with

deep learning models like OpenRooms [15]. Furthermore, in 3D CoMPaT all texture

coordinates are developed and verified by humans (refer to Sec. 3 for more details).
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We validate our dataset with experiments covering main 3D recognition tasks,

including 3D object classification, 3D part recognition, and material tagging.

Grounded CoMPaT Recognition (GCR) Task. Finally, we introduce a novel

task, dubbed as CoMPaT recognition. It aims at recognizing and grounding the

shape category collectively with the part-material pairs associated with the shape,

e.g., recognizing that the example in Fig. 1.2 is a “Cabinet”, with a handle made of

“shiny nickel (metal)” and a back made of “maple coffee wood”.

Contributions.

• We propose a new dataset of 7.25 million stylized models to study composition

of Materials on Parts of 3D Things. Our dataset contains (a) a diverse set of 193

materials for 3D shapes. (b) The material assignment is done at part-level. (c)

Segmentation masks in 2D and 3D are provided, alongside (d) human-verified

texture coordinates. We hope this dataset may also facilitate future research

on retrieving objects in 3D scenes (e.g., localizing a specific “chair” or “table”

from Fig. 1.2).

• We validate our dataset by a set of experiments involving 2D/3D shape classi-

fication, part recognition (detection and segmentation), and material tagging.

• We propose Grounded CoMPaT Recognition, a novel task of collectively rec-

ognizing and grounding compositions of materials on parts of 3D objects. We

introduce two variants of this task, and adapt 2D/3D state-of-the-art methods

as baselines for this problem.

• We also propose a novel method on few-shot learning task called prototypical

random walk strategy that can regularize the loss on 3D Object Classification

setup
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Chapter 2

Related Work

3D Pointset Based Method Recently, there are many neural network-based meth-

ods proposed to resolve the problems on 3D recognition through full supervisions. In

which, PointNet [16] firstly designs an end-to-end method to extract part information

for classification and segmentation. Though it is simple and efficient, the Classifica-

tion network is a simple input point cloud classification task; it only gets the most

obvious feature to represent this point cloud to be competent for the classification

task, which ignores the vital local information with the nearby points. This makes

it difficult to analyze complex scenes. In our work, we take the promoted version of

PointNet, called PointNet++ [17], to resolve the sparseness difficulty encountered in

the volume-based method the disordered point set directly as input. By using the

encoder-decoder structure, the feature level is increased layer by layer, and the par-

tial information is restored through the skip link connection operation after reaching

the highest layer so that PointNet++ can obtain both high-level context feature and

low-level context feature.

Few-Shot Learning Few-shot learning is an example of meta-learning. During

the meta-training stage, learners need to be trained in some related tasks. Therefore,

in the meta-learning stage, only a few examples or even one example are needed

to facilitate the learner to enter the invisible (but related) task testing stage. An

efficient approach to solving the problem of few-shot learning is to learn general

representations of various tasks and train classifiers for specific tasks. Among some

metric-based measures, Matching network[18] and Prototypical Network[19] stand
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out. Matching network perfected this idea by defining neuterable near-neighbor losses

involving embedded cosine similarity generated by the reel network to match training

and test conditions. Prototypical network embeds this example so that items in the

same category are neighboring, while items in the different categories are far away.

Datasets of 3D shapes and scenes. ModelNet [9] is a large-scale 3D CAD

model dataset covering 40 categories. ShapeNet [8] is a richly-annotated, large-scale

repository of shapes with semantic categories and organizes them under the WordNet

taxonomy. PartNet [10] assigned rich fine-grained segmentation labels on the part

level. Recently, 3D-FUTURE [11] was proposed, which contains 9,992 unique indus-

trial 3D CAD shapes of furniture with high-resolution informative textures developed

by professional designers. In contrast to 3D-FUTURE, PartNet, and ShapeNet, where

only a small portion of 3D shapes can be assigned materials, our dataset contains

7320 models, all of which can be stylized with different textures. PhotoShape [20]

is a dataset similar to ours. More specifically, it uses a technique to automatically

apply materials to existing models, mainly from ShapeNet [8]. Some rendered models

are not that realistic. The texture coordinates are generated automatically, while

ours are human-generated and human-verified. PhotoShape only has a single shape

category, i.e., chair, and has only five material classes (leather, fabric, wood, metal,

plastic). In comparison, our dataset has 43 shape categories and thirteen material

classes (wood, metal, fabric, marble, ceramic, glass, leather, paint, paper, plastic,

rubber, granite, wax). OpenRooms [15] is a large dataset containing indoor scenes.

The authors automatically segment CAD models of the scenes into parts based on a

segmentation model trained on the PartNet dataset. Hence, OpenRooms parts are

restricted by the part classes present in PartNet. This also may introduce some seg-

mentation errors in part localization and naming since learned predictions are not as

accurate as human annotations. In contrast, our models are manually annotated and

verified. Furthermore, our dataset contains models of objects and not indoor scenes,
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which gives users more flexibility. The major difference between OpenRooms and 3D

CoMPaT is that OpenRooms uses scanned geometry captured by sensors while our

dataset is manually constructed. We also note that Lin et.al. [14] introduced 3080

stylized models for three categories with five material classes and part information.

However, the scale of our dataset is much larger.

Texture Generation. TM-Net [21] is a novel deep generative model that gen-

erates meshes with detailed textures and synthesizes plausible textures for a given

shape. Their work is inspired by SDM-NET [22]. Their method produces texture

maps for each part, which means it works in a part-aware fashion. Each part is rep-

resented as a deformed box. They encode geometry and texture separately and learn

the texture probability distribution conditioned on the geometry. This allows their

method to be a generic framework for different application scenarios.

High-Level 3D Vision. Encouraging progress in 3D scene understanding, Scan-

Net [12] introduced a large-scale dataset of 1513 real-world scenes. More recently and

at the intersection of 3D vision and natural language, ScanRefer [23] and Referit3D [24]

datasets were recently introduced on top of ScanNet to study 3D object identifica-

tion based on free-form natural language descriptions. The detailed composition of

the shape category and part-material pairs provided in 3D CoMPaT can serve as a

rich semantic description of shapes, and hence may facilitate more fine-grained visual

grounding of language referring to 3D objects and scenes.
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Chapter 3

3D CoMPaT: Data Collection, Benchmark, and Validation

The 3D CoMPaT dataset collection pipeline comprises three main processes: 3D CAD

models collection, materials collection, material assignment, and rendering.

3.1 3D CAD Models Collection

3D CoMPaT is based on a collection of 3D CAD models managed by a company.

The initial data has high-quality 3D models, but the part names, segmentation in-

formation, class information, and material information is often missing or faulty.

Repetitions of the same CAD model may be present, and some CAD models contain

a set of similar parts. The team for building 3D CoMPaT consisted of professional

CAD modelers, researchers, and crowd-sourced workers from AMT. The process for

creating 3D CoMPaT consists of frequent review meetings between researchers and

professional modelers discussing issues with part names, shape categories, materials,

and shape segmentation continuing for over one year. Based on these reviews, the

professional modelers would adapt their processes, such as labeling instructions, or

the allowable list of part names. While professional modelers did all the labeling and

modeling work, researchers focused on automatic and manual quality control. While

ultimately most of the class names, part names, and material assignments had to be

changed during our effort, we only selected shapes that already had high geometric

quality and texture coordinates so that little effort was needed to fix problems in the

geometry. Due to our multi-stage verification process, each 3D shape was manually
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inspected more than once. Models that failed a stage of the quality control pipeline

were sent back to the team of professional modelers.

– (A) Shape and Part Category Labeling: Each 3D CAD model is assigned a

shape category label (e.g., chair, desk, table). All models are consistenly segmented

into parts and every part in every model is assigned a part name (e.g., “seat, back,

or legs”). Each part in each 3D CAD model is also assigned a list of compatible

material types, e.g., for one particular chair a modeler could assign that the legs of

the chair can be made of either metal or wood. Designing a consistent list of allowable

part names for each shape category is a considerable effort. We sourced information

from online retailers, other datasets such as PartNet [10], names used in 3D CAD

models, crowdsourcing services and our own experience. In particular, we started

with a smaller subset of shapes and some initial labeling of part names to verify these

annotations using Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). Even though our goal to fix the

list of allowable part names early in the process, we had to adapt the list over time

in the review meetings as new shapes were being processed.

– (B) Duplicates and Near-duplicates Removal: Some 3D CAD models are

repeated more than once or contain multiple instances of the same model (e.g., a

3D CAD model representing a set of vases with different sizes). we implemented an

automatic procedure to detect duplicates and near-duplicates to remove them from

the dataset.

– (C) Part Segmentation: Every CAD model should be part-segmented; i.e.,

every CAD model consists of a set of separated part meshes. We manually check the

segmentation of each shape in a 3D viewer and correct them if they are not consistent

with the defined part categories.

– (D) Texture Coordinates Quality Check. For a proper material assignment,

the quality of texture coordinates was verified qualitatively. We followed two strate-

gies. First, we overlay different materials over each part and check how it renders
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in different settings (we used an increasing level of light bounces to see how textures

look). Second, we applied checkered textures to visually inspect the texture coor-

dinates; as illustrated in Fig. 3.2 (left). For the evaluation of the 3D geometry, we

checked that the models are watertight and that they have outward-pointing normals.

Figure 3.1: Examples of mate-
rials found in the dataset. We
show examples of wood, metal,
and fabric materials in the first,
second, and third rows respec-
tively.

Camera

Object

Area Light #1

Area Light #2

Area Light #3

Figure 3.2: Left: Examples of texture coordinate
checks. Right: Blender rendering environment.
The environment contains three light sources (a di-
rectional light source and three area lights) and a
plane at the bottom. The 3D CAD model is nor-
malized, centered on the origin, and placed on the
plane.

Crowdsourcing the Verification of Shape and Category labels. To verify

annotated class names of a given 3D model, we asked five MTurk participants to

choose from the following four options: (1) ”yes, I would name the model the same,”

”(2) yes, but I would have given the model a different name,” (3) ”no, this is a wrong

name (please specify a name)” or (4) ”no, the model cannot be given a specific name.”.

We used a similar interface to verify the part class names; the part-annotation and

model-annotation verification interface used in our AMT experiments is shown in the

supplementary material.

3.2 Materials Collection.

For materials, we use the free and open-source Nvidia vMaterials library. The Nvidia

vMaterials library has over 2150 real-world materials and continues to grow. These

materials are defined by the Nvidia MDL specification, allowing PBR materials with
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Table 3.1: 3D CoMPaT material classes and number of materials per class.
Wood Metal Fabric Marble Ceramic Glass Leather
40 32 35 14 8 6 13

Paint Paper Plastic Rubber Granite Wax Total
16 10 10 5 3 1 193

higher visual quality than basic materials based on diffuse textures. Materials from

this library have the infinite tiling feature, allowing textures to be spread across large

areas without a clear repeating pattern. The library provides class labels for every

material organized in a hierarchical tree (e.g., an antique oxidized aluminum is a

rusted aluminum metal). Tab. 3.1 presents the count of distinct subtypes for each

material class (13). In total, the number of materials in our dataset is 193.

We manually inspected these materials, ignoring materials that may not be realistic

when applied to specific parts. For example, a fabric material that has a mesh-like

appearance is not suitable to be used for chair cushions (see Fig. 3.1).

3.3 Part-Material Assignment

One of the novel aspects of 3D CoMPaT is the presence of material compatibility

information for parts present in each 3D model. Human workers conduct the process

of material assignment. This process was realized at the instance level, i.e., the shape

and parts of each 3D model were considered to compose them with appropriate ma-

terials. For example, the legs of one particular table could be assigned either metal or

wood and the legs of another table could be assigned wood or plastic. The assignment

space for this process is 7320 x 5.12 x 13 (where 13 is the number of material cate-

gories). We only assign material classes. For example, all 32 metals can be assigned

to a shape part in the material sampling stage if a metal is a possible assignment. We

also control compatibility to some extent through grouping information. For example,

all table legs have to be assigned the same material. However, we do not explicitly

control complex material combinations, as this is hard to integrate into the currently
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used 3D modeler. This has advantages and disadvantages. An advantage of the cur-

rent solution is that we allow a greater variety of models which can be a good source

of data augmentation. As a disadvantage, several sampled stylized models may not

be aesthetically beautiful. Overall, we believe that the consistency of the material

assignments is better controlled at sampling process that assigns materials. For ex-

ample, the sampler could select the same material for chair back and legs significantly

more often than different materials. We believe that is more efficient and compatible

with our current approach while an explicit control of material combinations suffers

from an exponential explosion of possible combinations that need to be controlled. To

analyze this issue further will require a significant effort in synthetic to real transfer

which we leave to future work.

3.4 Rendering Composition of Materials on Parts of the Col-

lected CAD Models

Once material assignments for each part are available, this information is used to

sample materials from the assigned categories. For example, if a tabletop is made of

wood, we can sample one of the 40 wood types, like teak, oak, hazelnut, etc. In what

follows, we refer to the combination of these materials assigned to parts of a given

CAD model as a composition. The application of one such composition to the CAD

model is called a style of the model.

For each 3D CAD model, we randomly select a material for each part from the

list of its compatible materials. We sample at most 1000 styles per 3D model.

– (A) Rendering. We use Blender [25] to render each CAD model into 1920x1080

RGB images from 8 different views, with the camera placed far enough for the entire

object to be visible. For the lighting setup, we use three light sources; see Fig. 3.2

(right). We render each stylized model in 4 standard views (front and back with

default model orientation and front left and back right with the model rotated with
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30 degrees around the z (up) axis). Further, we also render each model from 4 random

views. The camera for random views is parameterized with elevation angle θcam (in

degree) ∈ [0, 90], while keeping the x, y same. The model is rotated parameterized

with random rotation angle θmodel (in degree) ∈ [0, 360].

– (B) Segmentation and Depth Maps. The rendered images in the 3D CoMPaT

dataset will be accompanied by corresponding segmentation maps and depth maps.

These maps will be rendered with the same four fixed views and four random views.

– (C) Stylized 3D models. We plan to release the stylized 3D models, which

will enable their use in many 3D computer vision applications, including retrieval,

reconstruction, and 3D generation.

3.5 Dataset Statistics

3D CoMPaT contains 7320 unique 3D shapes covering 43 shape categories. The top

6 classes are (table, tray, bowl, chair, desk, cabinet). The dataset contains 36762

part instances covering 235 part classes, and 193 different materials from 13 material

classes. The top 5 material classes are (metal, wood, fabric, paint, marble); please

see the supplementary for more details about shape classes, the number of object

instances per shape class, part, and material classes. In Table 3.2, we show how our

proposed dataset has more variety in the number of materials and the number of

materials assignments (styles) than the currently available datasets.

Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.5 show the frequency with which different shape classes and

parts occur in the dataset. We observe that the dataset has an uneven distribution

as some parts, model classes, and materials are more frequent than others. Fig. 3.5

shows the distribution of subsets of parts in different model classes. The size of

the bubble represents the occurrences of a part in a certain model class, which we

further categorized as very frequent, frequent, or less frequent. It can be inferred from

Fig. 3.5 that some parts are centered around a single “model class”; for example,
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Table 3.2: Comparison of 3D CoMPaT with other datasets in the literature. To our
knowledge, our dataset is the first one to have many different materials applied to
different parts in the same 3D model. ✓*: only a subset of shapes are textured and
the remaining shapes are with unidentified textures. ?: unknown. HVT stands for
Human Verified Textures.

Benchmarks Shapes No. Categories Material Classes Materials Shape Source Stylized Models HVT Parts per Shape
3D-Future[11] 9992 34 14(+1) ? industry 102972 × 10.3
3D Front[26] 13151 50 23 ? 3D-Future 13151 × 6.5

PhotoShape[20] 5830 1 5 363 ShapeNet, industry 11000 × 1-3
ShapeNetCore[8] 51300 55 × ✓* online, crowdsource × × ×
ShapeNetSem[8] ∼12000 270 × ✓* online × × ×
ShapeNetPart[27] 31963 16 × ✓* online × × 2.92

ModelNet[9] 151128 660 × × online × × ×
ObjectScans[28] 1,900 44 × × Scans × × ×
PartNet[10] 26671 24 × × ShapeNet × × 21.5
Lin et.al.,[14] 3080+115 3 5 × online, ShapeNet 3080+115 ? × 5.16
3D CoMPaT 7320 43 13 193 industry 7.25 million ✓ 5.12

the “top” is mostly centered around the “table” class, indicating the very frequent

tabletop part in the dataset. Some parts have high variability across different models.

From Fig. 3.5, we can see that “leg” is a part that frequently occurs in “table” models

but also in several other models like “chair”, “cabinet”, and “desk”.

Table 3.3 shows the statistics of 3D CoMPaT in different aspects including parts,

model classes, material and styles. The scale of material compositions on model parts
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Figure 3.3: 3D CoMPaT. (a) Number of samples per shape category. (b) Number of
samples per part class. (c) Frequency of occurrence of part and model pair. Note that
both visualizations do not cover all shape and part labels because of space constraints;
more details are provided in the supplementary.
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Table 3.3: Dataset statistics.
Total Number of Models 7320
Total Number of Model Classes 43
Total Number of Parts 36762
Total Number of Parts Classes 235
Minimum Number of Parts Per Model 1
Maximum Number of Parts Per Model 17
Average Number of Parts Per Model 5.12
Average Compositions Per Model 990
Total Number of Materials 193
Total Number of Stylized Models 7.25 million

is a key difference of 3D CoMPaT when compared to existing datasets, enabling

styling of all existing model classes with different part-material combinations that

are compatible. As we pointed out earlier, some materials cannot be applied to some

parts (e.g., wood in exchange for glass).

3.6 Dataset Split and Non-Compositional Validation Exper-

iments

We create training, validation, and test splits for the renderings. All renderings

and stylized versions of a 3D shape have to be assigned together to either training,

validation, or test. Therefore, the splits are defined on shapes to prevent data leak.

The training set has 5219 shapes, the test set 1222 shapes, and the validation set 879

shapes.

Despite compositional recognition being the focus of our work, a variety of stan-

dard tasks can benefit from our proposed dataset, including 3D object classification,

3D semantic segmentation, shape classification, image shape retrieval, shape recon-

struction from single/multiple images. We conducted experiments on some of these

tasks to validate the properties of our proposed 3D CoMPaT dataset.

3D Shape and Part Classification. Our dataset has an uneven distribution, so

some models and parts have more examples and hence help in better generalization.

Some parts and models resemble their more frequently occurring counterparts (e.g. jar
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Table 3.4: 3D CoMPaT non-compositional validation experiments.

Architecture Task Test Performance
Pointnet++[17] 3D Shape Classification 60.3% Accuracy
DGCNN[30] 71.10% Accuracy
PCT[31] 72.12% Accuracy
Pointnet++[17] 3D Part Classification 25.17% Accuracy
PCT[31] 38.89% Accuracy
BPNet 2D [1] 2D Material Segmentation 36.5% mIOU
BPNet 3D [1] 3D Material Segmentation 17.39% mIOU
ResNet50 [32] 2D Material Tagging 0.53 F1, 0.67 AP
ResNet50 [32] 2D Shape Classification 77.33% Accuracy

and container), making classification challenging. Note that there is some intersection

between model class and part names, namely basket, bowl, candle holder, glass, shelf,

table, tray, vase. This is because some models are parts of other larger models (e.g.

shelf as part of shelf structure or cabinet). The presence of various materials to style

the 3D object gives our dataset an edge over other existing datasets. We conduct

shape classification experiments for the 3D models and the 3D parts. Results are

reported in Table 3.4, where we benchmark Point Cloud Transformer (PCT) [29],

DGCNN [30] , and Pointnet++ [17] on shape classification and Pointnet++ and

PCT on part classification; see results in Table 3.4.

2D and 3D Material Segmentation. We benchmark BPNet [1], a 2D and 3D

joint UNet, for our 2D and 3D Material Segmentation in Table 3.4.

2D Material Tagging and Shape Classification. We use a ResNet50 [32] back-

bone for encoding the rendered images, to train a multi-label classifier over the 193

materials in the rendered images. The F1 score and average precision were 0.53 and

0.67 respectively. We also report a 2D shape classification performance of 77.33%

using ResNet50; see Table 3.4.
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Chapter 4

2D/3D Grounded CoMPaT Recognition (GCR) Task,

Baselines, and Results

The goal of compositional modeling on 3D CoMPaT is to recognize the entire com-

position of materials on parts of a given 3D model. More specifically, we aim at

correctly predicting the object category, part categories and the associated material

for every part in the 3D model. Fig. 4.1 visualizes some ground truth and prediction

examples for this task. This task is challenging because 96.31% of the compositional

frames at test time are unseen. We define a 3D CoMPaT compositional frame as

a shape category and a set of part-material categorical pairs. Two compositional

frames are different if they differ in a single part or material assignment. In standard

recognition settings the model only has to select the correct shape class and examples

of all shape classes have been seen before. By contrast, several proposed metrics re-

quire the correct recognition of compositional frames. The number of compositional

frames is much higher than the number of shape classes and for most compositional

frames in the test set there are no examples in the training set. This can be related to

zero-shot recognition, which aims at recognizing unseen categories that are defined by

unseen compositions of visual attributes (e.g., [33, 34, 35, 36]). This is also connected

to existing yet different compositional 2D computer vision tasks, including situation

recognition [37, 38], which aims at identifying an activity like “surfing” in an image,

the engaged entities with their roles (e.g., “agent: woman”, “tool: surfboard”, and

“place: ocean”), and bounding-box groundings of entities.

Metrics. Inspired by the metrics proposed in [38, 37] for compositional situation
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Figure 4.1: Example realized materials over parts of certain model classes. Below
each image is a table where the first row is the model class, the left column is part
names, and the right column is material name for those parts. On the left outlined in
gold are ground truth. The output from our material recognition, part recognition,
and model recognition model is on the right. Incorrect part names and material
names are highlighted in red, whereas correct ones are green.

recognition of activities in images, we define the compositional metrics of the 2D/3D

Grounded CoMPaT Recognition (GCR) task as follows:

(a) Shape Accuracy: accuracy of the predicted shape category. (b) Value: accu-

racy of predicting both part category and the material of a given part correctly. (c)

Value-all: accuracy of predicting all the (part, material) pairs of a shape correctly.

We similarly define grounding metrics to check segmentation masks. A grounding

is correct if the IoU of a predicted part and ground truth part is more than 0.5; it

can be IoU on segmentation masks. (d) Grounded-value: accuracy of predicting

both part category and the material of a given part as well as correctly grounding

it. (e) Grounded-value-all: accuracy of predicting all the (part, material) pairs

of a given shape correctly and grounding all of them correctly. All these metrics are
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Figure 4.2: 2D/3D GCR-SEG: Modified 2D/3D BPNet segmentation [1] architecture
with 2D UNet [2] on the left and 3D MinkowskiUNet [3] on the right with same
number of pyramid levels.

calculated for each shape and then averaged across them to avoid bias toward shapes

with more parts. Given the shape dependence of metrics, we define three settings: (a)

Ground Truth Shape: the ground truth shape is assumed to be correct. (b) Top-1

Shape: Shape category is predicted correctly. (C) Top-5 Shape: Shape category

is in the top-5 predictions. For (b) and (c), part-material pairs and their groundings

are considered incorrect if shape is not in top-1 or top-5 predictions, respectively.

We investigate two variants of the GCR task:

– (A) Joint 2D/3D GCR-SEG Setting and Baseline: 2D/3D GCR-SEG aims

at solving the GCR Task in 2D or 3D, where grounding of parts is measured at

the pixel precision for 2D and mesh triangle precision for 3D. Hence, we adopted a

segmentation approach to solve it, specifically the joint 2D/3D BPNet segmentation

model [1]; see Fig. 4.2. We adapted [1] to jointly predict shape, part, and material

recognition in the Grounded CoMPat recognition task. As shown in Fig. 4.2, our

adapted network consists of two branches: according to their functional domains, we

denote the left one as the 2D UNet branch and the right as the 3D MinkowskiUNet

branch. A Bidirectional Projection Module (BPM) bidirectionally fuses the multi-

view 2D and 3D features between two branches. Features from the encoder of the

U-Net are fed to a fully connected layer for shape classification. Images and voxels can
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be aggregated in a coarse-to-fine manner. BPNet can collect low-level and advanced

complementary information; see more details in the supplementary.

– (B) 3D GCR-SEG Setting and Baseline: Similar to (A), but in 3D only,

where part label and material labels are predicted at the point precision for ground-

ing. We built on PointGroup [39], a point cloud based method for 3D segmentation

and classification that improves point grouping by exploring the space between ob-

jects. We adapt PointGroup to our task as follows. PointGroup has a U-Net backbone

in the network, which is tasked with extracting contextual and geometric informa-

tion providing discriminative point-wise features. These features serve as input to

the semantic segmentation branch for part and material prediction for every point;

see the adapted architecture in the supplementary. Once we have the segmentation

maps, materials are determined by majority voting over the part segmentations (i.e.,

materials are predicted for the point belonging to a part).

GCR Results. Table 4.1 shows the results for 2D GCR-SEG using BPNet,

3D GCR-SEG using our joint 2D/3D BPNet-based baseline, and finally, 3D GCR-

SEG using PointGroup. For each, we report the “Standard” compositional metrics

described earlier in this section. To demonstrate how perfect prediction of either ma-

terial or part influence the performance, we also report results where we use ground

truth materials as the predicted material labels (“GT Material”), and ground truth

parts as predicted parts (“GT Part”). It is not surprising that compared to “Stan-

dard”, some metrics improve under “GT Material” and “GT Part” evaluation, espe-

cially for the value and value-all metrics that depend on the predicted part and the

material labels. Note that all these baselines are composed of one model that jointly

predicts shape and part material pairs in 2D or 3D. These models have a shape

recognition performance ranging between 15.64% and 38.29% top-1 accuracy., and

between 62.32% and 85.2% top-5 accuracy.; see Table 4.1. This limits the composi-

tional performance, especially as we showed earlier in Table 3.4 that separate 2D and
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Table 4.1: 2D/3D Grounded CoMPaT recognition (GCR) Results.

Exp
Top-1 predicted shape Top-5 predicted shape Ground Truth Shape

Shape Acc. Value Value-all Value-grnd Value-all grnd Shape Acc. Value Value-all Value-grnd Value-all grnd Value Value-all Value-grnd Value-all grnd
2D GCR-SEG (BPNet)

Standard 18.06 9.32 4.01 2.43 0.56 45.20 27.02 8.42 17.32 1.53 55.19 13.28 31.94 2.32
GT Material 18.06 9.34 4.22 2.43 0.56 45.20 27.06 8.43 18.13 1.55 55.20 13.30 31.95 2.33
GT Part 18.06 14.26 10.03 2.53 3.22 45.20 36.54 30.41 26.43 14.32 90.67 76.46 69.89 31.94

2D GCR-SEG (BPNet) + Separate 2D Shape Classifier
Standard 77.33 43.51 14.23 26.81 2.21 93.75 54.54 12.47 30.19 2.28 55.19 13.28 31.94 2.32

GT Material 77.33 43.51 14.27 26.90 2.23 93.75 54.56 12.49 30.23 2.3 55.20 13.30 31.95 2.33
GT Part 77.33 67.42 62.64 49.56 31.11 93.75 83.66 79.00 62.05 40.00 90.67 76.46 69.89 31.94

3D GCR-SEG (BPNet)
Standard 15.64 10.12 1.64 1.42 0.07 42.06 27.01 3.41 4.09 0.16 64.61 16.78 8.14 0.37

GT Material 15.64 10.23 1.65 2.07 0.32 42.06 27.17 3.42 5.36 0.53 64.94 16.83 12.17 1.40
GT Part 15.64 11.03 7.69 4.21 2.12 42.06 31.92 28.20 11.40 5.61 76.73 53.31 25.31 14.01

3D GCR-SEG (PointGroup)
Standard 38.29 3.18 1.90 1.67 0.56 62.50 4.30 1.98 2.22 0.67 5.23 2.70 3.23 0.77

GT Material 38.29 3.30 2.21 1.73 0.70 62.50 4.54 2.28 1.75 0.73 6.34 3.10 2.82 0.89
GT Part 38.29 10.28 6.54 3.03 2.10 62.50 10.65 7.17 3.77 2.52 19.20 16.11 7.51 4.13

3D GCR-SEG (PointGroup) + Separate 3D Shape Classifier
Standard 72.12 4.40 2.02 2.00 0.66 85.20 4.98 2.51 2.42 0.73 5.23 2.70 3.23 0.77

GT Material 72.12 5.72 2.54 2.20 0.77 85.20 5.90 2.89 2.51 0.80 6.34 3.10 2.82 0.89
GT Part 72.12 12.32 6.70 4.45 2.40 85.20 16.81 15.20 6.34 3.33 19.20 16.11 7.51 4.13

3D Shape classifiers can reach 77.3% and 72.1% Top-1 Acc respectively. Hence, we

also evaluated our PointGroup-based 3D GCR-SEG approach where shape classes are

predicted with a separate 3D PCT [31] classifier, leading to improved compositional

performance. We observe similar behavior with BPNet-based 2D/3D GCR-SEG so-

lutions; see Table 4.1 for 2D GCR-SEG and supplementary for 3D GCR-SEG. The

results suggest that designing a single model capable of performing well on GCR

metrics is a challenge, and we hope that our 3D CoMPaT dataset and GCR baselines

help ease future research.
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Chapter 5

Targeting on Few-shot Learning Task: A Novel Method

The previous section introduces our large-scale 3D CoMPaT dataset, including 43

shapes, 235 part labels, and 193 materials. In figure 3.3, we find the long-tailed

distribution of part and model pair, for instance, model name table and chair are

more than 1000 examples, while rug has less than 10 examples; part name Leg and

top panel has more than 1000 examples while decoration has less than 10 examples.

On the other hand, few-shot learning can be regarded as an application of long-

tailed learning[40], where the tail classes generally have a minimal number of samples.

Compared with standard deep learning models, the few-shot model is trained on a

subset of the classes in each task. As a result, 3D CoMPaT is also suitable to fit

for few-shot applications. We proposed a novel method called Prototypical Random

Walks on 3D Classification to handle this task.

We build our approach on top of Prototypical Networks (PN) [19] and augment it

with a novel random walk loss leveraging the unlabeled data during the meta-training

phase. The key message of our work is that more discriminative few-shot representa-

tions can be learned through training with prototypical random walks. We maximize

the probability of a random walk which starts from a class of prototypes and walk

through the embeddings of the unlabeled points to land back to the same prototype;

see Fig. 1.3. Our random walk loss enforces the global consistency where the overall

structure of the manifold is considered. This is realized by Our model is trained in

an episodic fashion with a loss term L = LS + λLRW over each episode. Where LS is

the cross-entropy loss for the labelled data, and LRW is our semi-supervised loss for
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our unlabelled data. As below, we detail the definition of the problem and how our

loss works out.

5.1 Problem Set-up

We take the episodic paradigm in 2D few-shot classification) [19] to align the train

and test of few-shot 3D learning. One format of the few-shot learning problem is

training over the distribution of classification tasks Ptrain(T ), to generalize to a re-

lated distribution of tasks Ptest(T ) at the test time. This setting involves two levels

of learning: First is meta-training stage, which is learning the participated model pa-

rameters to be used in the future tasks, adaptation is the learning done within each

task. Meta training can be seen as the external training loop while evolving being

the internal loop.

Concretely, for Ns-shot Nc-way Few-shot learning, each task is an episode with a

support set S including Ns labeled examples from each of Nc classes, and a query set

Q of points to be classified into the Nc episode classes. The support set is utilized for

adaptation, and then the query set is utilized to judge our achievement on the task

and count a loss for meta-training.

We split our datasets so that each class is present exclusively in one of our train

and test splits in order to run a regular few-shot learning experiment. Here is the

approach to create a training and a test episode: we sample Nc training classes from

the train split and sample Ns samples from each class for the support set in the

training dataset; then we sample Nq images from the same classes for the query

set in the dataset of training. Test episodes are sampled analogously from their

correspondent splits.

Following the semi-supervised few-shot Learning setup in [41, 42, 43], we split

our training dataset into labeled and unlabeled; let Dk,L denote all labeled points

x ∈ class(k), and Dk,U be all unlabeled points x ∈ class(k). Analogous notation
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holds for our support and query set, S and Q. To set up a semi-supervised episode,

we need to add some unlabeled data to the support set. For every class c sampled for

the episode, we sample Nu samples from Dc,U and add them to S. To make the setting

more realistic and challenging, we also test our model with the addition of distractor

samples. Those are unlabeled points added to the support set but not belonging to

the episode classes. We sample Nd additional classes and sample Nu points from each

class to add to the support set.

Figure 5.1: The colored points are labeled data and the grey points are unlabeled
points. The toy experiments trains on spiral dataset (top row) and Gaussian circles
dataset (bottom row). In spiral dataset, Left column: Prototypical Random Walk
(PRW) 10% labeled data; Middle column: 10% labeled data; Right column: 100%
labeled data. In Gaussian circles dataset, Left column: Prototypical Random Walk
(PRW) 5% labeled data; Middle column: 5% labeled data; Right column: 100%
labeled data

Prototypical Networks. Prototypical networks [19] is training a neural network

to obtain an embedding that maps from input space to a latent space where points of

the same label are tending to cluster closely. The embedding Φ(·) is used to estimate

a prototype for each class, by averaging the embeddings of all points in the support
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belonging to that class, pc =
1

|Sc,L|
∑

xi∈Sc,L
Φ(xi; θ), where pc is the prototype for our

c-th class, and θ represents our meta-parameters. When prototypes of all labels are

gained, query points are also embedded in the same space and then classified based

on their distances to the prototypes via a softmax function. For a point xi, with an

embedding hi = Φ(xi; θ), the likelihood of fitting to class c is calculated by

zi,c = p(yc|xi) =
exp (−d(hi,pc))∑Nc
j=1 exp (−d(hi,pj))

,

p̃c =

∑
xi∈SU∪SL

hi · zi,c∑N
i=1 zi,c

.

(5.1)

where d(·, ·) is distance function (In the experiment, we used Euclidean function). In

the semi-supervised modification [41], Prototypical Network uses the unlabeled data

to refine the class prototypes. This is accomplished by a soft margin K-means cluster.

At the beginning, the class probabilities for the unlabeled data zi,c are calculated as

in Eq. 5.1, and the labeled points have a hard assignment, i.e. zi,c is 1 if xi ∈ class(c)

and 0 otherwise. Then the updated prototype p̃c is computed as the weighted mean

of the points assigned to it.

We can see this as a task adaptation step, which does not straightly propagate any

learning signal from the unlabeled points to our model parameters θ, which might

be used only at the inference time, and results from [41] show that it provides a

meaningful improvement when used as such. When used during meta-training by

renewing the model parameters from the unlabeled data, the performance improves

only marginally. While this approach is efficacious as the adaptation step, it fails to

fully exploit the unlabeled data during meta -training.

SS-FSL with adaption at test time. Our approach also allows utilizing the

former K-means refinement step at inference time, analogous to the ’Semi-supervised

inference’ model from [41]. Orthogonal to [41], our approach can be thought of as a

meta-training regularizer that efficiently brings discriminative global features to the

learning representation.
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5.2 Prototypical Random Walk

Given the class prototypes pc, computed using the labeled data in the support set

SL, and the embeddings hi of unlabeled support set SU , we build a similarity graph

between the embedding functions of unlabeled data and the prototypes. Our purpose

is to have points of the same class form a compact cluster in latent space, well sep-

arated from other classes. Our Prototypical Random Walk (PRW) loss aims to aid

this by compactly attracting the unlabeled embeddings around the class prototypes,

promoting well-separation (cf. Fig. 1.3).

In detail, for an episode with N class prototypes and M unlabeled points, let

A ∈ RM×N be the similarity matrix, such that each row includes negative Euclidean

distances between the class prototypes and the embedding of an unlabeled point.

Similarly, I compute the similarity matrix between the unlabeled points B ∈ RM×M .

Mathematically speaking, Ai,j = −∥hi − pj∥2, Bi,j = −∥hi − hj∥2 where hi = Φ(xi)

is the embedding functionof the i-th unlabeled example, and pj is the j-th class

prototype. The diagonal entries Bi,i are set to a small enough number to avoid self-

loop.

Figure 5.2: Overview of How the Learning-to-Group method group same local features
to pointnet++ embeddings

Transition probability matrices for our random walker are calculated by taking

a softmax over the rows of similarity matrices. For instance, the transition matrix

from prototypes to points is obtained by softmaxing AT , Γ(p→x) = softmax(AT ), such

that p(xi|pj) = Γ
(p→x)
j,i . Similarly, transition from points to prototypes Γ(x→p), and

transitions between points Γ(x→x), are computed by softmaxing A, andB, respectively.
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Now, I define our random walker matrix as

T (τ) = Γ(p→x) · (Γ(x→x))τ · Γ(x→p), (5.2)

where τ denotes the number of steps taken between the unlabeled points, before

stepping back to a prototype. An entry Ti,j denotes the probability of ending a walk

at prototype j given that we have started at prototype i, and the j-th row is the

probability distribution over ending prototypes, given that we started at prototype

j. The diagonal entries of T denote the probabilities of returning to the starting

prototype; our landing probabilities. Our goal is to maximize those by minimizing a

cross-entropy loss between the identity matrix I and our random walker matrix T ,

dubbed as Lwalker
1

Lwalker =
τ∑

i=0

αi ·H(I, T (i)), Lvisit = H(U , P ),

LRW =Lwalker + Lvisit,

(5.3)

where H(I, T ) = − 1
Nc

∑Nc

i=0 log Ti,i, and α is an exponential decay hyper-parameter.

Nonetheless, one problem with Lwalker loss, is that we may end up visiting a small

subset of the unlabeled data. To alleviate this problem, we create a ’visit loss’,

pressuring the walker to visit a large set of unlabeled points. Hence, we assume that

our walker is correspondingly likely to start at any prototype, then we calculate the

overall likelihood that each point would be visited when we move from prototypes to

points P = 1
Nc

∑Nc

i=0 Γ
(p→x)
i , where Γ

(p→x)
i represents a column of the matrix. Then

we join Lvisit as the regular cross-entropy within this probability distribution and the

uniform distribution U . Consequently, our ultimate random walk loss is LRW is the

total of Lwalker and Lvisit; see Eq. 5.3.

1To be exact, this is the average cross-entropy between the individual rows of I and T , since
those are probability distributions.
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Overall Loss. our objective function can be written as θLS + λLRW , where λ

is a regularization parameter. While gradient of LS = −
∑QL

i=0 yi log zi,c provides the

supervised signal, the gradient of LRW encourages the “prototypical magnetization”

property guided by our random walk. This loss is minimized in expectation over

randomly sampled semi-supervised episodes from our training data.

2D Synthesis Examples. To gain an intuition on how the proposed method

works, we performed experiments on 2D synthetic datasets to easily visualize how the

decision boundary is formed.

The model is 3-layer MLP, 2-dimension input, 32-dimension hidden unit, 4-dimension

output. It used negative Euclidean distance metric for its output. We used two

datasets, and 3 models trained 300 epochs in each dataset: (1) Spiral dataset with

1000 points split to 7 labels (10% labels + Random Walk, 10% labels, and 100%

labels; 1 shot, 5 way, τ = 1); (2) Gaussian circle dataset 1000 points split to 3 labels.

There were 3 models trained in each dataset (5% labels + Random Walk, 5% labels,

and 5% labels; 1 shot 3 way, τ = 1 ) ; Fig. 5.1 shows the results, it can be seen that

the proposed method can “connect the dots” of unlabeled points in green region and

purple region, hence producing decision boundary similar to 100% labels. In Gaus-

sian circle dataset, random walk loss helps the model fits the circle more in just few

epochs, but the model without random walk loss still has many mis-classified points

and the circular outline is not obvious.

5.3 Learning to Group Zero Shot Part Information

Although there are differences in overall structure between different 3D shapes, they

may share similar local structures. The geometric shapes are very similar. [44] pro-

posed to learn the semantic segmentation feature from seen categories and generalize

in the unseen categories by reinforcement learning. From this thought, we can use

similar geometric information to make generalizable 3D shape segmentation models.
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Figure 5.3: Overview of proposed method: We first used learning to group method
to get the zero - shot part information, then we

Specifically, we model the 3D shape segmentation as a decision-making process, iter-

atively merge the initial small segmentation into the final segmentation result. The

contextual information seen by the model will gradually increase. It can dynamically

expand and utilize the required contextual information to handle complex local struc-

tures while ensuring good generalization performance. The process is shown in Fig.

5.2. We used learning to group part information to learn a more discriminative local

feature to help 3d models classification.

We first use the pre-trained model Learning to group method to get the zero-shot

part information from each sample, and then we use a shared pointnet++ to extract

feature of each part information on the original sample and generate embedding space

as each local features extraction. Besides, we also use whole model’s points to rep-

resent the global feature embedding. Then each part of information goes through

attention pooling to get the all features encoding. Then we use a transformer to pro-

duce better local geometric features. Then we concatenate on the local features and

the global geometry features. Then we use metric learners (Prototypical Learning to

Group) to classify the samples. The learning process can be seen in Fig. 5.3.
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Chapter 6

Low-shot Learning Experiments

6.1 Datasets

ModelNet. In this experiment, we mainly train and test out classification model

based on ModelNet40 dataset. ModelNet includes about 120 thousand 3D examples

from about 700 classes. ModelNet40 is a subset of ModelNet, which includes about

12 thousand models in 40 classes. They were annotated brilliantly and could be

easily downloaded from the modelnet homepages. In the dataset, the researchers

also provided a train and test plit on the official website, where there are about 9

thousand train models and about 2 thousand test models. As a comparable results,

we try this train and test split in our experiments. For comparisons with previous

work, we compute average class accuracy.

6.2 Experiments on Few-shot Learning Setup

In Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.2, we compared the results with different comparable 3D

model classification methods. We can find the prototypical network with Pointnet as

a backbone to achieve a better result. Note that it is a few shot learning classifica-

tions, we don’t leverage prototypical random walks and learning to group zero-shot

learning part information in this part. Our method achieve state-of-the-art perfor-

mance among shape classification methods on the PartNet dataset and ModelNet 40

dataset. We take 3D ShapeNet descriptor [9], , Fisher vectors extracted on the same

rendered views[45], the Spherical Harmonics descriptor (SPH) [46], the LightField de-
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Method View 1 shot 5 shot
SPH - 28.86% 49.79%
LFD - 41.08% 51.04%
3D ShapeNets - 43.40% 52.54%
FV 1 43.13% 55.96%
PROTO POINTNET - 46.25% 60.25%

Table 6.1: Methods Result With Few Shot Learning on Modelnet 40

Method View 1 shot 5 shot
SPH - 31.23% 51.56%
LFD - 42.73% 52.36%
3D ShapeNets - 44.29% 52.94%
FV 1 43.56% 55.56%
PROTO POINTNET - 46.43% 58.63%

Table 6.2: Methods Result With Few Shot Learning on ShapeNetCore

scriptor (LFD) [47], PointNet (approach to extract feature based on 3d point cloud)

as our baseline.[17],

6.3 Adapting the dataset for Semi-supervised few shot learn-

ing

Method 1 shot 3 shot 5 shot 10 shot
PointNet++ (Baseline) 27.298% 35.294% 40.000% 41.333%
ProtoNet and PointNet++ (Supervised baseline) 54.737% 67.451% 60.889% 68.000%
ProtoNet and PointNet++ & Soft Kmeans 57.894% 65.630% 67.556% 69.333%
ProtoNet and PointNet++ & Soft Kmeans & PRWN (Ours) 62.456% 69.804 % 68.889% 64.000%

Table 6.3: Semi-supervised Few shot with 40% labeled data on ModelNet
40 Dataset. Baseline uses pointnet++ to train a standard 3D object classification
network in the few-shot learning setup without unlabeled data; ProtoNet and Point-
Net++ (Supervised baseline) is a method we first learn a pointnet++ embedding,
then we train prototypical networks as metric learners to this embedding without
unlabeled dataset. ProtoNet and PointNet++ & Soft K-means adds soft K-means
inference that explained in [4] with unlabeled data; ProtoNet and PointNet++
& Soft Kmeans & PRWN is our method that uses prototypical random walks on
semi-supervised learning with unlabeled data after previous model

In the previous section, we introduced some lens learning components and bench-
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marks for the latest 3D object classification problems. In this section, we mainly

describe the division of labeled and unlabeled data. For each dataset, we first create

an additional segmentation to divide the images of each category into disjoint labeled

sets and unlabeled sets. For ModelNet 40, we sampled 40% of the images in each

category to form a clear segmentation. The remaining 60% can only be used for

unmarked parts of the chart. Because we noticed that 10% is too small to achieve

reasonable performance and avoid excessive installation, we report the average clas-

sification scores of 10 random partitions for the labeled and unlabeled parts of the

training set and calculate the uncertainty by the standard error (standard deviation

divided by the square root of the total number of segments).

We need to emphasize that due to this marked/unmarked split, we use less marked

information than earlier work published on these datasets. Therefore, we do not want

our results to match the published numbers but should be interpreted as the upper

limit of the performance of the semi-supervised model defined in this article.

Then construct the graph according to the following steps. For a given data set,

we first randomly select n categories from the training categories Ctrain to create

training scenarios. Then we K images are sampled from the labeled segmentation of

each category to form a support set. M images are sampled from the unlabeled seg-

mentation of each of these categories to form an unlabeled set. Or, when interference

items are included, we also sample other categories from the training set and extract

m images from each unlabeled segmentation as interference items. Figures of these

distracting factors will be added to the unmarked picture collection (MN + MH, the

total number of unlabeled images). The query portion of the figure includes a fixed

number of images from labeled fragments of each of the N-selected categories. The

creation of test scenarios is similar, but n categories (and optionally h interference

items) are sampled from Ctest. In the experiment reported here, we used H = N

= 5; which means, five categories were used for the labeling and interference cate-
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gories. In most cases, we use M = 5 for training and M = 20 to measure the model’s

ability to scale to a larger unlabeled set size. Table 6.3 and shows the results of this

semi-supervised minority shooting learning environment in the ModelNet 40 Dataset

without Learning-to-Group Zero-shot Part Information features (Currently, I don’t

find ModelNet segmentation Pre-trained Model.

6.4 Computational Requirements Analysis

We mainly computational requirements of our proposed method and several other

methods. We used one V100 GPU to train the networks. It takes approximately

1 hours to train each episode of the proposed model. There are three traditional

method for 3D shape classification including SPH, FV, and LFD. Therefore, we can

quickly get the result from them with a low computational requirements in process of

extracting the shape feature. Besides, PointNet, ShapeNets (Deep learning baseline)

employ the Deep learning method to build a powerful neural network to acquire

3D shape representation. It takes them a long time to finish toward one 3D model

classification.
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Chapter 7

Concluding Remarks

7.1 Summary

We introduce 3D CoMPaT, a large-scale dataset of Compositions of Materials on

Parts of 3D Things. It contains 7.25 million styled models stemming from 7320 CAD

models from 43 object categories. The unique aspect of 3D CoMPaT is that it contains

3D shapes, part segmentation information, texture coordinates, and material com-

patibility information, so that multiple high-quality PBR materials can be assigned

to the same shape part. We propose a new task, dubbed as 2D/3D Grounded CoM-

PaT Recognition (GCR), that the dataset enables and introduce baseline methods to

solve them. Because of the long-tailed distribution characteristic of 3D CoMPaT, we

propose a novel few-show method prototypical random walks and achieve good per-

formances under the premise of ensuring its effectiveness, which is of great significance

to practical applications.
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APPENDICES

A Details and More Results

Detailed experimental procedures, data tables, computer programs, etc. may be

placed in appendices. This may be particularly appropriate if the dissertation or

thesis includes several published papers.

These supplementary materials include the following:

• A description of the web browser for a sample of the stylized models in the 3D

CoMPaT dataset; see Sec. A.1.

• Additional dataset details; see Sec. A.2.

• Amazon Mechanical Turk 3D Models verification; see Sec. A.3.

• Material tagging multi-label classification; see Sec A.4.

• Implementation details for the adapted BPNet [1] architecture for 3D-GCR-

SEG; see Sec. A.5.

• More results for the adapted BPNet [1] architecture for 3D-GCR-SEG including

experiments with an additional 3D shape classifier; see Sec. A.6.

A.1 3D CoMPaT Web Browser

We provide a web browser for a sample of our proposed dataset 3D CoMPaT at

https://3dcompatbrowser.github.io/gallery/. We currently only show images of ran-

https://3dcompatbrowser.github.io/gallery/
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Figure A.1: 3D CoMPaT dataset sample web browser.

domly selected compositions. By showing many such renderings of 3D shapes in

different categories, the main goal is to demonstrate the average quality of composi-

tions. The images show randomly selected stylized objects. In Figure A.1, we provide

a screenshot of the webpage.

A.2 Additional Dataset Details

The dataset contains 7320 distinct models spanning 43 semantic classes. We have

collected the dataset in a way that ensured that top 10 categories have at least 200

models each. The top 10 categories have been chosen based on the possible number

of parts that can be annotated in their models, and the shape diversity of models

in these categories. The number of instances of top model classes and top parts are

reported in Table A.1 and A.2 respectively. Note that not all parts are reported in

Table A.2 to keep the table readable.
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Table A.1: Shape classes and their number of unique shape instances.

Model Name Count Model Name Count Model Name Count Model Name Count
table 1174 ottoman 199 shower 46 tray 40
chair 1140 toilet 158 gazebos 46 sun loungers 40
lamp 502 faucets 139 fans 45 ladder 40
vase 444 sinks 82 clock 45 bird house 40

cabinet 417 love seat 67 parasol 44 bicycle 40
bed 385 bags 61 car 44 basket 40
sofa 381 curtains 58 shelf 43 coat racks 40
stool 305 candle holder 57 dishwasher 43 airplane 40
bench 297 skateboard 47 trolley 42 sports table 17
planter 244 bbq grill 19 jug 41 rug 6
dresser 201 boat 46 garbage bin 41

Table A.2: Part classes and their number of instances.
Part Name Count Part Name Count Part Name Count Part Name Count

leg 4404 head 278 wall mount 57 finial 40
base 3761 footrest 234 faucet 57 fin 40

support 2627 bedskirt 233 bottom 55 seat stay 40
seat 2567 pole 233 tank cover 55 saddle 40
back 1519 rod 214 knob 52 fork 40
top 1170 wheel 191 side panel 52 front side rail 40
bush 1082 arm 171 step 51 vertical divider panel 40
handle 1051 bowl 158 cap 49 spokes 39
armrest 974 tabletop frame 158 deck 49 button 39
cushion 702 seat cover 156 adjuster 48 side walls 38
container 682 seat cushion 155 hook 47 hanger 38

containing things 676 wire 151 truck 47 short ribs 38
top panel 650 spout 140 grip tape 47 grill 38
back panel 641 aerator 117 slab 46 wiper 38

vertical side panel 631 shade cloth 108 bracket 46 chain stay 37
bottom panel 603 frame 101 shower head 46 long ribs 37

body 534 nozzle 87 candle 46 lid 36
door 519 canopy 86 blade 45 runner 36
pillow 515 glass 85 downrod 45 motor box 44
drawer 505 cabinet 83 hour hand 45 rod bracket 44
bulb 498 sink 82 shaft 44 floor 43

backrest 457 windshield 82 trunk 44 rear view mirror 43
design 438 drain 81 doors 44 pedal 43

mattress 377 roof 78 hood 44 stem 41
headboard 347 stand 71 minute hand 44 headlight 41

socket 332 water tank 64 pillars 44 side windows 40
lamp surrounding frame 331 bag body 61 dial 40 tyre 40

shelf 323 fabric design 58 rear window 40 dial 40
duvet 285 flush push button 58 wing 40 rear window 40

A.3 Amazon Mechanical Turk AMT 3D Models Verification

In this section, we discuss the AMT experiment conducted in order to verify the

manually annotated model and part names. We ask five MTurk participants to choose

from the following four options per 3D Model/Part:

1. “yes, I would name the model the same”
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2. “yes, but I would have given the model a different name”

3. “no, this is a wrong name (please specify a name)”

4. “no, the model cannot be given a specific name”

We provide instructions for these tasks to workers as shown in Figure A.2.

Figure A.2: Amazon MTurk user interface used to verify all model names (left) and
part names (right). We allow users to choose between four options (5 participants
per example).

Given the scale of the 3D CoMPaT dataset, manually checking all models is

not feasible. A subset of 2000 models was thus selected for verification. Each of

these models was inspected by at least five reviewers for part names and model

classes. Regardless of their choice of option, they were encouraged to suggest an

alternative name for parts and model class. These suggestions were used intensively to

appropriately name certain parts despite heavy support for the previous annotation.

This process not only made the part and model class more aligned with generally

used vocabulary but also helped remove confusing instances of certain data points.

In Figures A.3, A.4 and A.5 is the distribution of options picked by participants

for the two different tasks.

From Figure A.3, it is evident that most of our manually annotated parts and

model names were correct. The reviewers agreed with most of the annotations and

taking their suggestions for alternative names into account increased the robustness

of the dataset from a natural language perspective.
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Figure A.3: Vote distribution for part and model names.

Figure A.4: Vote distribution for 10 randomly selected model classes.

Figure A.4 shows that there was consensus on earlier annotations for nearly all

of the top 10 models. Some suggestions were made for model classes such as bowl

and table. This can be attributed to table being a superclass grouping a much wider

variety of tables like side tables, office desks, etc.

Figure A.5 shows the experiment for part names resulted in much more diverse

annotations being suggested by reviewers. The presence of substantial ”Yes2” votes

indicates that although reviewers agreed with proposed annotations, most of them

preferred an alternative name. As an example, the ”base” part name appears to be

the most disagreed upon name among all top 10 parts. This can be attributed to

it vagueness, but reviewers do not reject it nonetheless because of the complexity of

naming unusual parts in some models.
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Figure A.5: Vote distribution for 10 randomly selected part classes.

A.4 Material tagging multi-label classification

In Table A.3, we give test results for a ResNet50 model trained for the multi-label

material classification task given a single rendered view. The results show that the

front views (1 & 3) have slightly better performance than the back views (2 & 4).

Table A.3: F1-score and Average Precision of a ResNet50 model trained on our
proposed dataset 3D CoMPaT for material tagging, evaluated on each of the four
views separately. Results show that the model performs slightly better on front
views.

View 1 (Front Left) View 2 (Back Right) View 3 (Front Right) View 4 (Back Left) Max Ensemble Avg Ensemble
F1-score 64.3% 63.8% 63.9% 62.2% 71.76% 65.00%

Avg. Precision 72.7% 69.8% 71.2% 68.1% 78.65% 80.65%

The task in this experiment is to correctly label all materials appearing in a given

rendered view. This experiment allows us to further understand how well a CNN

encoder can identify materials. We use a ResNet50 [32] backbone for encoding the

image, which makes predictions selecting among all 193 possible materials. We used

the F1 score with a threshold of 0.5 and the Average Precision as metrics for this

baseline. In Table A.3, we show the test scores of this baseline on our proposed 3D

CoMPaT dataset. From Table A.3, it is evident that the model performed better on

view 1 and view 3 compared to the back views, view 2 and view 4. This difference can

be explained by the changing distribution of parts across views and the design of cer-
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tain frequently occurring models like table, cabinet, etc. These frequently occurring

models are often found to have only ”back” as a part. The diversity for material as-

signment is lesser for these views which partly explains why the model didn’t perform

on par with front view renderings.

We also proposed max ensemble and average ensemble methods to overcome

missing materials in the renderings, due to parts overlapped during photography

from the different viewpoints. We aggregate by average (or maximum) the 4 views

encodings in the last layers of a ResNet50, then compute the corresponding F1 score

and Average Precision. We found that using the ensemble methods is more reasonable

and effective, since there may be some missing parts in a specific view of a model; see

Table A.3.

Notably, there are other tasks that can be performed by leveraging our dataset

beyond the experimental scope of this paper, including part retrieval from a given

set of styled models from various views, material segmentation, segmenting mate-

rials from rendered views of a styled model. All these annotations are part of the

design of our data collection procedure. Our proposed dataset enables a wide range

of applications like image-based 3D shape retrieval, 3D shape reconstruction from

single/multiple images, 3D object classification, 3D semantic segmentation, and 3D

shape generation.

Table A.4: Comparison of BPNet with top 2D and 3D methods on 3D CoMPaT on
2D and 3D segmentation tasks.

Method
2D 3D
mIoU mAcc OA mIoU mAcc OA

BPNet 21.80 33.44 96.36 2.73 4.16 84.86
UNet 26.37 33.42 93.51 - - -
MinkowskiNet - - - 0.40 0.90 18.91
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Table A.5: 3D Ground CoMPaT recognition GCR-SEG result on BPNet [1] with a
separate shape classifier (DGCNN [5]).

Top-1 predicted shape Top-5 predicted shape Ground Truth Shape

Shape Acc. Value Value-all Value-grnd Value-all grnd Shape Acc. Value Value-all Value-grnd Value-all grnd Value Value-all Value-grnd Value-all grnd
Standard 71.1 42.33 11.23 5.78 2.55 82.7 51.21 13.62 6.73 0.28 64.61 16.78 8.14 0.37
GT Material 71.1 42.67 11.55 5.86 0.92 82.7 51.29 13.68 9.67 1.12 64.94 16.83 12.17 1.4
GT Part 71.1 49.75 37.21 17.65 9.68 82.7 64.51 44.08 20.28 11.26 76.73 53.31 25.31 14.01

A.5 Implementation details for the adapted BPNet architec-

ture for 3D-GCR-SEG

We provide here implementation details for our adapted BPNet [1] architecture. The

input of our network is a non-stylized 3D model and stylized 2D images. The outputs

are part segmentation maps, material segmentation maps and shape classification

result. We train the network end-to-end by minimizing the cross entropy loss using

momentum SGD with a polynomial learning rate decaying from 1e-2. The model

was trained on 4 V100 GPUs for 50 epochs. Each epoch takes an average of 3.83

hours with a batch size of 16. Once we have the segmentation maps, we vote material

over the part segmentation maps (i.e check which materials are predicted for the

segmentation map of a part). We set the voxel size to 5cm for the benchmark results.

A.6 More results for the adapted BPNet architecture for 3D-

GCR-SEG including experiments with an additional 3D

shape classifier

We compare BPNet with top methods on the 3D CoMPaT benchmark in Table A.4,

including 2D-only methods with UNet [48] and 3D-only methods with Minkowsk-

iNet [3]. For evaluation metrics, we use mean classwise intersection over union

(mIoU), mean of classwise accuracy (mAcc), and overall pixel-wise accuracy (OA).

BPNet outperforms these other models (≥ 2.33 mIoU in 3D and ≥ 2.85 OA in 2D),

thanks to the bidirectional projection module (BPM). The module effectively inter-

acts with 2D and 3D elements to integrate the advantages of these two vision fields.
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The result of 3D Grounded CoMPaT recognition (GCR-SEG) on BPNet with sepa-

rate shape classifier (DGCNN) are given in Table A.5. As seen in the following tables,

results on top-1 and top-5 predicted shape were significantly improved.
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